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A MODEL FOR MASS AND M OM ENTUM  TRANSFER  
AT THE BOUNDARY OF OUTFLOWS FROM  
YOUNG STELLAR OBJECTS
ABSTRACT
Numerous stars exhibit large scale mass outflows of various forms. The mass outflows from 
YSO ’s in particular exhibit a bipolar outflow geometry. These YSO’s are often surrounded 
by dense circumstellar disks, with bipolar outflows exiting from the rotation axis of the disk. 
The outflows consist of a narrow, well confined optical jet, which subsequently expands to form 
large scale cavities within the ISM. At the outflow boundary, material diffuses into the flow, 
with a resultant exchange of momentum. The mass and momentum exchange that takes place 
at the outflow boundary occurs within a viscous boundary and a diffusion boundary.
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1: YOUNG STELLAR OBJECTS AND JETS
1.1 Introduction
The term jet is applied to any complex that has an extended linear emission region, or a 
string of emission knots observed along the outflow axis. There are many types of observed 
astrophysical jets, ranging from those originating from the nuclei of active galaxies; supernova 
remnants; binary neutron stars; binary white dwarves; and young stellar objects (YSO). While 
the scale and source of these jets may vary, the basic morphology of the jets appears to be similar. 
It is the jets emanating from YSOs, and the interaction of the jets and the associated large scale 
outflows with the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) that is the subject of this thesis.
The most highly collimated jets are observed to have opening angles of only one or two 
degrees. Two of the best examples of jets are HH 34 (figure 1.1) and HH111 (figure 1.2), which 
have well collimated jets extending from the source, and terminating in an evacuated large scale 
cavity. At the extremity of the cavity, an extended cusp shaped HH object is visible (termed the 
working tip of the outflow). HH111 is one of the largest, and best examples of a optical jet and 
large scale outflow systems yet observed.
The observation of Pre-Main Sequence (PMS) stars in star formation regions, and the asso­
ciated phenomena of mass loss is an area of increasing importance to astronomers. As the ability 
to probe these regions improves, astronomers are better able to understand the processes and 
phenomena associated with such regions. One of the more interesting, and important features in 
understanding the process of star formation is the phenomena of large scale mass outflows and 
optical jets originating from these PMS stars. Other features associated with these mass outflows 
are faint nebulous objects known as Herbig Haro (HH) objects, and masers.
The mass outflow stage is believed to represent the transitional phase between a purely 
accreting protostar and a fully revealed PMS star. At this point, the star is just “turning on” , 
and is still heavily obscured by the surrounding circumstellar material from which it has just 
formed. The jets are believed to represent the earliest observable stage of the mass outflow 
phase. At this time, the stellar wind has not “blown” the surrounding cloud material away 
to reveal the star, but is instead confined by the cloud material into bipolar jets. Molecular 
line observations of outflows have revealed the outflow phase as highly energetic for PMS stars. 
Currently there are more than twenty optically observed jets associated with PMS stars.
Generally, the outflows exhibit some or all of the following characteristics: (a) a central 
source that is embedded within a thick circumstellar disk (which often prevents direct optical 
observation of the central source); (b) a highly collimated jet; (c) a stellar wind cavity where the 
previously collimated jet becomes invisible; (d) a cusp shaped HH object at the end of the cavity 
indicating a region of shocked material; (e) HH objects observed within the jet and cavity with 
large proper motions; and (f) HH objects within the cavity exhibiting a linear alignment.
The typical observational properties of the large scale outflows are summarised in table 1.1
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3 0009 02932 1614
projected length O.Olpc (2000AU) « lp c  (20000AU)
length to width ratio 10 : 1 «  20 : 1
opening angle 3° «  10°
radial velocity < 400km s-1
tangential motion of knots < 300km s-1
collimation length « 3 x  10_3pc
electron density «  500-2000cm-3
spectrum shock excited emission line spectra with 
Vshock «  40-100km s-1
sources T Tauri type stars with pa 1 — lOL©
Table 1.1 Observational Properties of Outflow Regions
1.2 HH Morphology of Jets and the Large Scale Mass Outflow
The typical length of the optical jet appears to be of the order of pa O.lpc (1017cm). De­
pending upon the geometry of the system, one or two jets may be seen exiting through what is 
believed to be the rotation axis of the circumstellar disk. Usually, only the blue shifted jet is 
observed, with the red shifted jet obscured by the intervening circumstellar disk surrounding the 
source. In those cases where both jets are visible, they often appear asymmetrical due to the 
differing density conditions that each jet encounters. Some jets also exhibit wriggles in the flow, 
which has led to the suggestion that these jets may be precessing (eg L1551 IRS-5).
There appear to be two general characteristics that the majority of jets have in common. 
Firstly, there is a monotonic decrease in the electron density along the flow axis, and secondly, 
there is a decrease in the excitation energy of the observed spectrum. There are a number of ways 
to account for the decrease in excitation energy, such as: (a) a steady acceleration of the knots in 
the flow which lowers the relative shock velocity between the knots and the flow; (b) an opening 
out of the jet so that it is obliquely shocked; or (c) a steady change from atomic to molecular 
conditions along the flow, strengthening the molecular H emission lines while decreasing the 
atomic (Balmer line) emission.
1.3 Dynamics of the Jet
Outflow regions are observed to have associated HII regions nearby. Since T Tauri stars 
are not luminous enough to photoionise these regions by themselves, this suggests that the HII 
regions are largely the result of collisional ionisation by the stellar wind.
The large scale outflow generally terminates in a bright, cusp shaped HH object. These 
HH objects indicate shocked regions where the outflow is decelerated as it strikes the ambient 
ISM. The jet velocities are inferred from the proper motion of HH type knots present along the 
axis of the jet. The usual jet velocity is in the order of lOOkm/s, however velocities as high as 
400km/s have been observed. The dynamic age of the jet is obtained from the observed length 
and velocity of the jet, which generally ranges from a few hundred to a few thousand years. This 
is a factor of ten less than the optical outflow phase estimated from the occurrence of flows in 
young stars.
Initially, jets were assumed to be either continuous, or quasi-continous phenomena. However, 
evidence is mounting that the jets are not only transient events, but also repetative events. This 
evidence is provided by HH111 (figure 1.2), HH46/47 (figure 1.3), and Th28 which exhibit mul­
tiple bow shocks, and groups of HH objects separated by large distances in the jets; HH100/101
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which displays evidence of bow shocks, despite the lack of an observed jet; IRN in Chamaeleon, 
PV Cep, Re5 and Re50 which have conical reflection nebula with no observed jet.
The physical process responsible for the collimation of jets is poorly understood. It is believed 
that the surrounding circumstellar disk is the primary method for the initial collimation of the 
jet, illustrated in figure 1.4. Many jets contain shock excited gas, with bright knots moving in 
the flow direction. The jets exit the circumstellar disk along the disks rotation axis.
There are two proposed models for the bright knots observed within the jet. The first is that 
the knots are the result of pressure confinement by the surrounding material. The jet experiences 
repeated periods of expansion, followed by reconfinement until the jet finally expands freely into 
the ISM (figure 1.5a). Mach shocks are formed at the points of reconfinement, which would be 
observed as emission knots. If the jet velocity is constant, then the position and brightness of 
the Mach shocks will also remain constant. However, the knots in many jets have been observed 
to vary both in brightness and position. This implies that the jet must be variable, rather than 
steady in nature.
In the second model, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities caused by the difference in the velocity 
of the jet and the surrounding material are responsible for the periodic shock pattern. Unlike 
pressure confined shocks, the Kelvin-Helmholtz shock pattern will progress along the jet axis even 
for steady jet velocities. Norman et al (1981) modelled various jets with just such instabilities, 
and found that while these instabilities usually made the jet walls ragged, occasionally sections 
pinched off, becoming torodial blobs in the flow. These are subsequently accelerated to the flow 
velocity (figure 1.5b). Such blobs are a potential source for the observed knots in the jet, and the 
HH objects observed in the outflow cavity. Whether the blobs were pinched off was dependent 
upon the luminosity of the driving YSO.
1.4 Associated Phenomena
1.4.1 H2 O Masers
Masers are sources which display narrow spectral lines, with anomalously high brightness 
and temperatures. The incident radiation is amplified when excited molecules are stimulated into 
releasing photons in phase with the radiation. The association of high velocity, low luminosity 
H2O masers with HH type knots and mass outflows has led to the suggestion that these are 
similar objects observed at different evolutionary stages of the outflow from YSOs.
1.4.2 HH Objects
HH objects are always located within dark cloud complexes. In most cases they appear as 
bright condensations linked by diffuse nebulosity. The importance of these rather inconspicuous 
objects lies in their apparent association with protostars, most commonly T  Tauri stars.
Spectral analysis of HH objects has revealed them to be extremely dynamic objects. Several 
HH nebula, particularly those within the Orion complex, have been observed to change shape 
and brightness within the last 50 years. Within HH2 for example, the photographic magnitude 
of condensations H & G have decreased by a factor of about 3, while those of condensations A 
&; B have increased by up to 2 magnitudes.
Usually HH objects are not single objects, but a linear collection of several individual objects. 
The linear dimension of these objects varies from between 1000AU to 10000AU. These linear 
structures are often associated with bipolar, supersonic flows from nearby infrared sources. Since 
there is often no observable optical counterpart associated with the infrared source, it is assumed
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that the source is a PMS star (typically T  Tauri type) that is still surrounded by the circumstellar 
cloud from which it condensed. The mass outflow from the star is believed to be responsible 
for the luminosity of the HH objects through some form of energy and/or momentum transfer 
between the flow and the HH object.
All HH objects show a range of radial velocities relative to the surrounding cloud complex, 
which range from +300 km/s (HH32A,B) to —240km/s (HH1B). The spectra of HH objects are 
dominated by the emission lines of [01], [Nil] and hydrogen lines.
There is a wide range in the excitation levels, not only between individual HH objects, but 
within the objects themselves. When comparing the characteristic spectrum of a high excitation 
object such as HH2H to that of a low excitation object such as HH7, there are both striking 
differences and similarities. For example, HH2H has a strong 5007A[OIII] emission line (high 
ionization energy), while HH7 does not. The 6724A [SII] line (low ionization energy) is markedly 
stronger in HH7 than for HH2H. While both objects show the 6300A& 6363A [01] line, HH7’s 
emission is much stronger for this low ionization state than of HH2H.
Interpretation of the data has led to two conflicting hypotheses for the mechanism responsible 
for HH objects. Infrared sources are detected near a number of HH objects. However, these 
infrared sources were not spatially coincident with the HH objects. Some HH objects, particularly 
HH24, showed a high degree of polarisation, indicating that the light was reflected radiation from 
a nearby infrared source.
Thus, a general theory was advanced that HH nebula were merely the result of reflection 
of light from a star embedded within a opaque envelope of dust and gas. Because the star is 
surrounded by a thick envelope, all but infrared light is effectively blocked. Thin regions within 
the circumstellar shell allow the light from the star to escape in certain directions. This light 
would be reflected by the nebula, which would then be identified as a HH object.
Subsequent studies by Schwartz in 1975 on the HH nebula associated with T Tauri and 
Hind’s nebula (which is a classical reflection nebula), led him to propose that the emission lines 
observed in the HH nebula were produced in situ, rather than simply reflected from the PMS 
star. This is because Hind’s nebula reflects the strong red continuum and broad Ha emission 
lines o f T Tauri, while the HH nebula exhibits only the low excitation, nebular emission lines 
with no detectable continuum.
Since HH objects exhibit proper motion with respect to the surrounding cloud, it was pro­
posed that the excitation was due to shocks present within the HH cloudlet. The emission lines 
would result from the recombination of gases after they had passed through the shock and cooled. 
Two methods of producing the shock within the cloudlet were proposed.
Firstly, the cloudlet was considered to be a form of “interstellar bullet” . That is, the cloudlet 
has been accelerated to supersonic speeds by some mechanism, and is now “shooting” through 
the ambient ISM. As the cloudlet strikes the ISM, it sweeps up a shocked bow wave in front of it 
(ie in the direction of motion). This bow shock, as well as a second shock that propagates back 
through the cloudlet, ionizes the ISM, thus producing the observed emission lines.
In the second theory, the cloudlet is swept up and accelerated by the outflow from the infrared 
source. As a result, a bow shock wave is formed behind the cloudlet, as well as a second shock 
that propagates forward through the cloudlet. This theory is more successful in matching the 
observed properties of the majority of HH objects, in that the emission lines appear to originate
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from behind the cloudlet. This model is illustrated in figure 1.6.
1.5 T Tauri Stars
Cohen (1986) conducted a survey of «  700 T  Tauri stars and «  100 HH objects, and 
determined that there was no significant overlap between the two groups. He concluded that 
the exciting sources were either pre T Tauri, or extremely early T Tauri type stars, rather than 
the classically evolved T  Tauri star. However, these be will considered as simply a sub class 
of T  Tauri stars and will be referred to as such. The typical parameters of T Tauri stars are 
summarised in table 1.2.
surface temperature 4000K
coronal temperature a few 105K
transition zone «  105K
luminosity (bolometric) «  1L0
radius ~  3R0
rotational velocity «  15km/s (u sin i)
age «  IO5—106 years
Table 1.2 T Tauri Parameters
The association of T  Tauri stars with mass outflow is inferred from the fact that (a) «  60% 
of T  Tauri stars have spectra which exhibit a double peak structure, composed of an absorption 
feature on the blue side of the emission line profile. This is interpreted as evidence for steady 
mass outflow and stellar wind activity; (b) «  5% of T Tauri stars exhibit P Cygni profile, where 
the blue ward absorption feature dips below the continuum, which is considered unambiguous 
evidence of mass outflow; and (c) «  5% of T Tauri stars exhibit an inverse P Cygni profile, 
indicating mass inflow.
Energetic outflows from young stars (with energy levels of 1043 -  1047 ergs) are common. 
These flows are not necessarily ionised, as NGC 2071 has been observed to have neutral and 
atomic components. Approximately 10 -  20% of a PMS star’s lifetime is spent in the molecular 
outflow stage, which means «  105 years for a T Tauri star.
T  Tauri stars are believed to represent the last stages of development of protostars before 
they become main sequence stars. T Tauri stars often form in clusters, called T associations, 
embedded in molecular clouds which generally obscure them at visible wavelengths. Since the 
majority of T Tauri sources are imbedded within such clouds, they are usually observed at IR, 
millimetre, or centimetre wavelengths. Spectra of the sources are obtained indirectly from the 
reflected light which escapes through the tunnel created by the jet. The spectra of T Tauri stars 
are dominated by intense emission lines, especially the forbidden emission lines.
T  Tauri stars have a number of characteristics which have a direct bearing on the associated 
HH objects. Primary amongst these are the high mass loss rates, and extremely high velocity 
stellar winds. It is these two characteristics that are believed to have the greatest influence on 
nearby HH objects. T Tauri stars typically lose mass at the rate of 10~7 Mq per year, and 
the stellar wind can be in excess of 400km/s. Also, the brightness of T Tauri stars can vary 
erratically, even within hours. FU Orionis stars are T Tauri stars that undergo repetitive energy 
outbursts. Some FU Orionis stars are known to be associated with mass outflows, however too 
little is known of this class of star to draw positive conclusions.
Since the vast majority of stars are in binary or multiple associations, this logically suggests
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that PMS stars should also form multiple star associations. Therefore, multiple PMS star systems 
could also be the source for such outflows. To date however, no multiple star system has been 
positively confirmed as being associated with any observed outflow regions.
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2: L1551 IRS-5: A CASE STUDY
2.1 Introduction
L1551 IRS-5 is the source of a well collimated bipolar molecular outflow. Such molecular 
outflows from YSOs are a commonly observed phenomenon, suggesting that most, if not all PMS 
stars experience a phase of mass outflow before becoming a main sequence star. L1551 is a dark 
cloud complex lying between 140—160pc distant in the constellation of Taurus (the Tauris-Auriga 
cloud region). IRS-5 is an infrared source, believed to be a protostar, that is both contained 
within, and interacting with the L1551 cloud. IRS-5 was discovered in 1976 by Strom, Strom 
and Vrba while doing a near infrared survey of L1551. The bipolar outflow associated with 
L1551 IRS-5 is archetypical of these outflows, and was first identified in 1980 by Snell, Lorren 
and Plambeck.
IRS-5 lies roughly at the centre of a well collimated bipolar outflow involving the Herbig Haro 
objects HH28, HH29 and HH102. The outflow is believed to excite the HH objects, particularly 
HH28 and HH29 which appear as bright knots in the southwest lobe of the flow. HH102 is a 
diffuse nebula that shows dual characteristics of reflected light from IRS-5 scattered by dust, 
and the shock excited emission typical of HH objects. The bright “rim” structure of HH102 is 
believed to represent the boundary of a “hollow” molecular cavity evacuated by the mass outflow 
from IRS-5. The symmetric nature of the bipolar outflow suggests a axisymmetric distribution 
of circumstellar matter about IRS-5.
The SW lobe emanating from IRS-5 appears blue shifted, and is observed at all wavelengths, 
while the NE lobe is red shifted, and can only be observed at radio wavelengths. The lobes appear 
to be aligned in the direction of the local magnetic field. Observations in Ha and [SII] show a 
narrow jet-like feature emanating from within 1” , and extending 10” SW from IRS-5.
Only the southwest jet is observed, with the presumed northeast jet obscured from view 
by the intervening dust of the circumstellar disk. Several bright knots are visible close to the 
outflow nozzle. All of the knots have proper motion away from IRS-5, with a new knot recently 
emerging from the outflow nozzle.
IRS-5 is believed to be a pre-main sequence star of 2.5Mq and low luminosity. CS ob­
servations reveal that it is surrounded by a large molecular disk viewed nearly edge on, lying 
perpendicular to the mass outflow. The disk is cusp shaped, with the SW face slightly tilted in 
the direction of the Earth. The disk is believed to collimate, or at least influence in some way, the 
mass outflow from the star. Figure 2.1 is an image of the IRS-5 region, and figure 2.2 illustrates 
the general morphology of the L1551 cloud and IRS-5 system.
2.2 The Lynds 1551 Cloud System
L1551 is one of the most extensively studied of all dark cloud complexes. The reason for this 
is twofold, firstly its proximity, and secondly, the number of unusual objects contained within it. 
These objects have attracted much interest themselves. The following is a brief overview of the 
environs of IRS-5.
2.2.1 L1551 The Ambient Cloud
As described previously, L1551 lies in the constellation of Taurus in the southern part of 
the Taurus-Auriga Molecular Cloud complex. The generally accepted distance to LI551 IRS-5 is 
160pc. The ambient cloud material of L1551 has a LSR velocity of approximately 7km/s. The 
magnetic field that permeates L1551 has been estimated to be as large as 0.1 mG.
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2.2.2 H L /X Z  Tau and HH30
HL Tua and XZ Tau are two unusual T Tauri stars (separated by 30” ) found in the northeast 
quadrant of L1551. Both stars appear to be responsible for a complex mass outflow which involves 
the Herbig Haro object HH30.
HL Tau has an extended emission area which is considerably greater than that of IRS-5. 
HL Tau is believed to be a IM q star, with a disk radius of approximately 2000AU, and a mass 
of O.1M0 . Velocity observations of the emission area indicate that the gas is probably in orbit 
around HL Tau since the velocity decreases with distance from HL Tau in a manner typical of 
Keplerian motion (Sargent et al. 1988).
2.2.3 L1551-NE
To the south of HL and XZ Tau, and some 160” northeast of IRS-5 lies an unusual infrared 
source designated L1551-NE. First identified in 1984, the red, 6Lq source was found in an IRAS 
survey of L I551. L1551-NE is a heavily obscured star which illuminates the associated diffuse 
reflection nebula, and is faintly visible in deep red photographs and CCD images.
The energy distributions of L1551-NE and IRS-5 are remarkably similar, although IRS-5 is 
believed to be up to six times more luminous. L1551-NE exhibits a faint conical reflection nebula, 
whose axis points in essentially the same direction as that of IRS-5. Polarization measurements 
on L1551-NE have implied that it is the source of scattered light reflected by the associated 
diffuse nebulosity. At present there is no clear evidence of molecular outflow from L1551-NE, 
which makes its evolutionary status unclear. Campbell et al (1988) claim to have detected a 
faint knot close to the source, indicating possible mass outflow from a jet.
2.3 IRS-5 The Embedded YSO
The position of IRS-5 is not coincident with the VLA 2cm wavelength position, which is gen­
erally accepted to represent the true position of IRS-5. Depending upon the wavelength under 
observation, the centroid of the emission appears displaced relative to the VLA 2cm radio posi­
tion. This is illustrated in figure 2.3 which shows the contour plots of three different wavelengths 
relative to the VLA position. Figure 2.4 shows the positions of the centroids with respect to the 
2cm VLA radio continuum position. It can be seen from figure 2.4 that the centroid positions 
are aligned in a southwest direction, and are roughly collinear with the optical jet, the arcminute 
scale optical emission and the large scale bipolar molecular outflow.
The core source of IRS-5 does not become visible until at least 3.7/im. At shorter wave­
lengths, the reflected point image suffers additional extinction from the optically thick circum- 
stellar disk. The extended optical object that is observed as IRS-5 is actually light from the 
embedded protostar reflected from the inner rim of the jet nozzle. Both the direction of the posi­
tion shift and its colour dependence support the conclusion that the YSO is completely obscured 
at optical wavelengths by a disk that is aligned approximately N-S, and tilted slightly towards 
Earth. Thus, the light that is observed between 0.6 -  2//m is light from the embedded YSO 
escaping through the jet nozzle, then scattered off the inner regions of the disk.
This idea further supported by observations of the polarization present in IRS-5. Lenzen 
(1987) made l//m  polarization maps of L1551 (see figure 2.5), and concluded that the polarization 
vectors can be traced back to a point originating 2” NE of IRS-5’s (optical) position. This roughly 
coincides with the VLA position, which again indicates that the YSO is the illuminating source 
of the extended reflection nebula. All the polarization position angles between 0.9^m and 3.7//m
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lie approximately perpendicular to the line connecting the VLA and optical positions, and the 
direction of the blueshifted CO outflow.
The observed polarization must result from some form of scattering and/or transmission 
through aligned grains. In simple scattering, the polarization vectors are perpendicular to the 
line of sight to the source. Within 100AU (0.5” ) of the disk plane, the geometry and magnetic 
field structure is quite complex, consequently the polarization vectors are similarly complex. At 
distances greater than 100AU the geometry and magnetic field structure is simpler, allowing a 
relatively uniform alignment of grains. The observations are consistent with a model where the 
red optical emission from the core of IRS-5 is first multiply scattered, thus reducing the observable 
polarization, then transmitted through a thin disk halo consisting of aligned dust grains which 
dominate the observed polarization position angles.
Since direct observation of IRS-5 is virtually impossible, spectroscopic observations have to 
be made indirectly via the reflected light from the rim of the evacuated cavity. In figures 2.6 & 
2.7, the spectra of IRS-5 is compared with a number of spectral types over two different ranges 
of wavelengths. Such observations suggest a late type spectrum (K or G giant or supergiants) 
for IRS-5. The spectrum also exhibits characteristics similar to the FU Ori class of stars, while 
Ha emission reveals a classic P Cygni profile with a deep violet displaced absorption component 
at approximately 300km/s (Strom et al. 1985). Stocke et al (1988) assigned IRS-5 a formal 
classification of G8-K0 based upon their observations, and by assuming little to no reddening. 
Figure 2.8 shows a portion of the red spectrum of IRS-5 obtained from the brightest part of the 
reflection nebula.
Strom et al (1985) have nominally placed IRS-5 on a Hayashi track appropriate for a 2.5Mq 
protostar. However, if IRS-5 is a sufficiently young protostar, then a significant proportion of 
it’s luminosity may be due to mass accretion onto the circumstellar disk, rather than the quasi­
static contraction of the star itself. Infrared spectra indicate that this may be the case, which 
implies that IRS-5’s mass could be considerably lower than the 2.5Mq inferred from spectroscopic 
observations. Hence, the 2.5M0 estimate should only be thought of as an upper limit for IRS-5. 
Accurately calculating the mass is a very uncertain procedure because the YSO is obscured from 
direct view, and its spectrum is characteristic of the FU Orionis type stars.
IRS-5 is a low luminosity object, with a bolometric luminosity of 25 -  38L0 . Snell et al 
(1985) estimate a luminosity of 32L0 , with 19±2 magnitudes of extinction at V, while Moneti 
et al (1988) estimate a bolometric luminosity of 35L0 . In either case, the luminosity is still 
several orders of magnitude less than that required for the necessary Lyman continuum flux to 
photoionize the plasma within the lobes. This emission can be explained only if IRS-5 has a 
significant excess of UV flux relative to its luminosity, and/or collisional ionization is occurring 
in the lobes. The fact that IRS-5 is a low mass, low luminosity star indicates that energetic mass 
outflows can be driven by low mass stars.
A compact, double radio source is detected at the central source with a 0.3” N-S separation. 
This is interpreted as either a stellar binary (Bieging Cohen 1985) or a heated inner annulus of 
the surrounding disk (Rodriguez et al 1988). There are difficulties with both interpretations, as 
there is a difference in orientations of 40° -  60° between the radio source and the bipolar outflow. 
The resolution of this will have to await further detailed observations and analysis.
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2.4 The Circumstellar Disk
2.4.1 Evidence For A Circumstellar Disk
The most conclusive evidence for a circumstellar disk comes from CS observations of IRS-5, 
and the absence of an optical NE jet. The SW jet is visible at all wavelengths, while the NE jet 
is visible only at radio wavelengths. If the outflow is bipolar and well collimated within 1” of 
the stellar surface, then any disk surrounding IRS-5 must be very small and dense close to the 
stellar surface to be able to collimate the outflow.
Since CS requires high densities ( >  104 cm-3 ) for excitation, observations of CS emission will 
indicate regions of high density. CS J = l—0 observations indicate a ridge of emission orientated 
perpendicular to the bipolar outflow, which is interpreted as a dense circumstellar disk seen 
nearly edge on. The intensity o f the CS J = 2 -l (30cm : 98GHz) emission is greatest (ie densest) 
at the VLA position. This indicates that IRS-5 has formed in the densest part of the cloud core 
in L1551. The CS emission decreases monotonically away from IRS-5, suggesting a simple radial 
decrease in density (Snell et al 1985).
The absence of an observable NE jet can be best explained if the circumstellar disk is tilted 
slightly, such that the SW face and jet are visible. The NE jet is therefore obscured by the 
intervening disk material, as in figure 2.9. Near infrared images suggest a cusp like morphology 
scattering off the inside of a parabolic cavity. The disk is inclined at a angle of 18±2° to the 
plane of the sky. If the jets are symmetrical, then the disk must have an inner radius <1” , and 
an outer radius >10” to obscure all optical emission from the northeast jet. If such a disk is of 
sufficient density, then it could also provide the necessary confinement needed to collimate the 
observed bipolar outflow.
Sargent et al (1988) also provide support for a circumstellar disk from observations of the 
C 180  J = l-0  transition. C180  is more likely to be optically thin than either of CO or 13CO. 
Their results are shown in figure 2.10, which maps the C180  emission from IRS-5, and figure 
2.11, which maps the intensity of the C180  emission at different velocities. The very small 
velocity extent of the C180  line 6.2±0.6km/s in figure 2.10 makes it unlikely that the emission 
results from mass loss by IRS-5. Instead, the structure in figure 2.10 is probably produced by gas 
that is bound to the star. Figure 2.11 provides circumstantial evidence that the gas is orbiting 
IRS-5 because of the gradual shift in velocity from a northwest ( >  6.17km/s) to southwest ( 
<  6.17km/s) direction. Secondly, for velocities close to 6.17km/s, the emission extends further 
than the emission of the extreme velocities, which are confined more to the stellar vicinity. This 
suggests a decrease in velocity of the circumstellar gas with distance from IRS-5.
The cusp like cross section of the disk illustrated in figure 2.9 is characteristic of an isothermal 
disk in which the self gravity of the disk is negligible. The shape is determined by the rotation 
and gravitational field of IRS-5. It is also possible that the cavities were produced in part during 
the early epoch of IRS-5’s formation. Excitation temperatures for the circumstellar gas range 
from 34K (CO J = l-0  transition Rainey et al 1987) to 75K (far infrared).
2.4.2 Morphology of the Disk System
2.4.2.1 Orientation of Disk System
The large scale circumstellar disk is inclined at an angle of «  18° to the plane of the sky, 
with the disk and outflow perpendicular to each other, as shown in figure 2.9. However, the IRS-5 
system exhibits multiple and non-orthogonal orientations. Campbell et al (1988) has grouped
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these orientations in the following manner:
(1) an inner disk pa — 180° (N-S), the two radio continuum knots complemented by the radio 
jets, the initial projection of the main optical jet, and by the northern boundary of the large 
reflection nebula HH102.
(2) a larger scale outer disk or toroid (pa =  150° — 160°), combined with the orientation of the 
bipolar outflow, HH28 and HH29, the axis of knots F, E, D and the polarization vectors.
Some of the observed orientations seem to be transitional between the two systems. Most 
notable o f these is the bending of the main optical jet, and the 6cm emission (Snell et al 1985). 
The due west orientation of the reflection nebula HH102 indicates that the current clear line of 
sight to IRS-5 (that is, to the outflow nozzle) is 270°.
Sargent et al (1988), using C 180  observations has also detected emission features which 
indicate two different orientations within the IRS-5 system. They report that the extended 
emission has a position angle of 160°, compared with 135° for the more compact feature. The 
orientation of the minor axis of the compact C180  emission feature is the same as for the ionized 
gas within 3” of IRS-5. Observations of CS gas indicates that it is extended over an even larger 
area, with a position angle of 160°.
2.4.2.2 An Inner Disk?
Strom et al (1985) and Campbell et al (1988) propose that IRS-5 is surrounded by a small 
(approx 1” ) dense inner disk. The inner disk is both dynamically decoupled from, and at a differ­
ent orientation to the large scale disk. Strom et al (1985) cite the following evidence indicating 
the presence of a dense inner circumstellar disk surrounding IRS-5: (a) a high far to near infrared 
luminosity ratio; (b) a high linear polarization angle (p =  24%) at position angle of 160°; and (c) 
the large difference between the line of sight extinction to IRS-5 (approximately 20 magnitudes), 
compared to that between IRS-5 and the bright rim structure of HH102 (<  1 magnitude). 
Campbell et al (1988) propose the following two disk system:
( 1) two separate disks, a massive interstellar flattened disk or torrid (seen in line emission from 
molecules such as CS and NH3,) and an extremely dense inner accretion disk with an ionized 
annulus visible at 2cm.
(2) the inner disk is dynamically decoupled from the outer disk by > 20° difference in orientation. 
The inner disk acts as nozzle for the mass loss, and is precessing at a rate of 1° -  5° per year. 
This is based upon the positions of the optical jet and knots within 15” of the VLA position.
(3) the directionality of the jet is initially controlled by the dense inner disk. The larger scale 
flow is subsequently controlled by the large scale magnetic field of the LI551 molecular cloud, 
in which the outer structure is embedded. The change over occurs roughly 500 -  650AU (3-4” ) 
from IRS-5.
(4) mass loss from IRS-5 may be either clumpy and/or episodic. Alternatively the jet may be 
unstable along its length, leading to the formation of the knots.
2.4.2.3 Precessing Disk?
Figure 2.12 (a )-(c) shows the inner region of the jet at 6600A(r), 8000A(i) and 9000A(z) 
wavelengths. The 6600A(r) image shows clear evidence of sharp changes ( >  50°) in the position 
angle o f the jet emanating from IRS-5. This could result from the precession of the jet “nozzle” 
by a dense inner disk which is dynamically decoupled from the large scale flattened molecular 
structure; or it may reflect a discontinuity in the collimating mechanism at scales of 500-1000AU.
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Assuming that the inner disk is decoupled and precessing, a precession rate of 4° -  5° per 
year (assuming v =  400km/s, d =  3.5” =  560AU) can be calculated from the bending angle of the 
main jet (Campbell et al 1988). The six knots present in the jet give a lower value of 1° per year, 
based upon their position angles and projected distances, and assuming constant radial velocities 
(which is almost certainly not the case). The knots give a precession period of approximately 60 
years, compared with 15—20 years (Stocke et al 1987) based upon jumps in the radial velocity 
within the jet knots.
Qualitatively what is required for the dynamical independence of a dense inner disk from 
the large scale disk is one of two options: (i) the magnetic field threading through the initial 
distribution of fractionally ionized material be diffused out of the inner regions (the difficulty 
with this is that the time span for the field diffusion is 107 yrs or longer, while the outflow has 
a time span of 104 -  105 yrs (Campbell et al 1988)); or (ii) the direction of the initial collapse 
of the inner disk not to be governed by the magnetic field. Instead, the local field is pulled 
into an orientation skewed from that of the ambient large scale field by the collapse of the disk. 
Observations of clumps within dark clouds reveal a wide range of density and velocity variations, 
all of which will effect the subsequent collapse. This collapse would follow the clumps local 
magnetic field, and the eventual flattened structure would reflect its initial angular momentum, 
which may not necessarily be the same as the largger scale ambient cloud (Campbell et al 1988).
2.4.3 The Mass of the Disk
Estimates for the mass of the circumstellar disk rely upon three parameters: (a) the di­
mensions (ie the radius and thickness); (b) the density; and (c) the gas/dust ratio. Depending 
upon the values chosen for these parameters, estimates for the mass will naturally vary. The 
majority of estimates for the mass of the circumstellar disk lie in the range O.O5M0 to 0.2Mq 
(the upper limit has greatest uncertainty). A summary of recent estimates is given below. Strom 
et al (1985), using a diameter of 500AU, calculates a dust grain mass of 5 x 10-5 Mq and a 
mean density of «  2-5 x 106 H2 cm-3 , which is too small to confine an initially isotropic outflow, 
unless the inner region (<1” ) is of higher density by a factor of 100. However, it is sufficient to 
contain the thermal expansion of an initially collimated jet.
Sargent et al (1988), using a disk of radius 700AU and 230AU thickness, with a mass of 
O.IM0 , calculates a density of 5 x 107 cm-3 . If the disk is flatter than the mean thickness at the 
centre (which is probable assuming the disk shown in figure 2.9), then the density will be higher 
in the central region, making the disk not only sufficiently dense enough to resist disruption by 
the stellar wind, but also to initially collimate the outflow.
Moneti et al (1988) propose a flattened circumstellar envelope (disk) of diameter 1000AU, 
mass O.O2M0 , and H2 density 4 x 106 cm -3  based upon their observations. Campbell et al (1988), 
for an inner disk of radius of 2” (320AU), density N(Hi )+N (H 2) > 1.5 x 10s cm-3 , estimate a 
mass > O.IM0 , which again is sufficient to initially collimate the jet.
2.5 Jet Structure
2.5.1 The Jet
The majority of YSOs exhibit some evidence of mass outflow or stellar wind emanating 
from them. If the circumstellar material contains holes or thin spots, then the stellar wind will 
preferentially exit through these points, resulting in jets. In the case of a flattened disk, then 
the wind will exit at either one (single jet) or both (bipolar jets) of the poles of the disk. Such a
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bipolar jet structure is observed in IRS-5.
Radio continuum and optical observations clearly show a highly collimated and ionized gas 
outflow from IRS-5. The radio emission is flat between 1.4 and 15GHz, suggesting that it is 
formed in a optically thin thermal plasma. The large velocity extent implies that a stellar wind 
is responsible for the bipolar outflow. The SW jet is blue shifted and observable at all wavelengths.
Observations place a maximum diameter of 0.5” for the jet. The absence of a visible NE jet 
is due to the extinction caused by IRS-5’s large circumstellar disk. Snell et al (1985) estimate 
the average extinction for the NE outflow within a few arc seconds of IRS-5 by assuming that 
since the radio continuum flux of the jets is symmetrical, it should also be symmetrical for all 
other wavelengths. The fact that no Ha emission is seen from the NE jets is therefore due to 
extinction by the intervening disk material. Thus, the minimum differential extinction between 
the NE and SW jets is 7.4 magnitudes.
The SW jet undergoes a phase of rapid expansion approximately 10” (1600 AU) from IRS-5, 
but is recollimated further downstream. The reconfinement is due to the jet reaching pressure 
equilibrium with the ambient cloud.
A mean radial velocity of — 150km/s is inferred from Ha observations of the jet. However, 
there appear to be two velocity features present in the jet: one of — lOOkm/s and the second at 
—225km/s (Snell et al 1985). Assuming a inclination angle of 18° for the disk, a mean velocity of 
approximately 500km/s is obtained for the jet. Stocke et al (1988) have also detected two winds 
emanating from IRS-5, the first from the stellar surface (stellar wind =  440km/s) and a second 
(160km/s) more extensive wind of uncertain origin. The presence of the two winds is illustrated 
in the knot profiles of figure 2.13. The profiles of the knots change with increasing distance along 
the axis, with the two initial peaks merging into one. The second winds source could be from 
either the inner portions of the accretion disk; the equator of a YSO spinning at nearly breakup 
speed; or a possible a companion star.
The MEM band images (Campbell et al, 1988) of figure 2.12, particularly the i-band, shows 
the structure of the inner jet region. In the i-band image, the jet appears to change direction 
mid-length from pa =  270° to pa=240°, pointing directly towards knot D. In this image, two faint 
extensions can be seen bracketing the jet. The southern most is brighter and extends further 
westward, which is probably due to intervening extinction to this region of IRS-5. Campbell et 
al (1988) suggest the following possible explanations: (a) enhancement of the scattered emission 
within the cusp seen at all wavelengths from 0.8 -  2.2fim. The outer edges of the cusp are faintly 
visible in the MEM image; (b) there may be more than one jet; or (c) mass ejection has not 
always been in the same direction.
If IRS-5 has had F1J Orinis outbursts, then it does not appear to have had any effect upon 
the speed of the wind downstream of the jet. Instead, it has increased the density of outflowing 
material, producing “bullets” like HH28 & HH29.
Snell et al (1985) estimate a mass loss of 9 x 10-8 M0 /yr, which is 5 times smaller than 
the lower limit derived from the CO observations of the large scale outflow. This discrepancy 
may be due to either a decrease in the mass loss rate over the last 104yrs, or the ionized fraction 
of the wind being <0.1 of the total. The stellar wind is composed predominantly of neutral 
atomic hydrogen, with a mass of O.OIM© and a density of 100 -  1000 cm-3 . Moneti et al (1988) 
estimates a mass loss rate of 7 x 10“ 7 M0 /yr.
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Walmesly &; Menton (1987) report evidence for a high density clump involved in the flow 
close to L1551 IRS-5. Probable parameters are N(H2) ~  105 cm-3 ; diameter 0.015pc; mass 
0.03Mq at a distance of 0.02pc moving in the direction of the flow. They surmise that the clump 
has been recently “torn” away from the circumstellar region. If this is true, then it is direct 
evidence for the ablation of the accretion disk, which will subsequently limit the eventual mass 
of the star.
2.5.2 The Knots in the Jet
Several bright knots are visible within the region of the jet. These knots vary greatly in 
brightness and shape depending upon the observing wavelength. Figure 2.14 clearly illustrates 
this dependence.
In a 1974 image (Strom et al 1974), knot D is not visible. The knot that is visible, based 
on its position angle and distance from knot F is almost certainly knot C. Assuming that it has 
taken 10 years for knot D to travel from the VLA position of IRS-5 to the current position, the 
proper motion of knot D is 700km/s.
The position angle of the proper motion vector (=  250°) is consistent with the displacement 
vector between IRS-5 (VLA) to knot D (=  253°). Stocke et al. (1988), attribute the higher radial 
velocity observed for knot B compared with knot C to a change in orientation angle (precession) 
o f the jet, rather than velocity changes in the jet.
Neckel <V Staude (1987) also report that the knots have shown a measurable proper motion 
over a 4 year period. As for HH28 and HH29, the proper motion of the knots is directed away 
from the central star. Their conclusions are based on three CCD images taken in Feb 1983, Oct 
1985, and Mar 1987 shown in figure 2.14. It can be easily seen from these that the knots have 
moved relative to IRS-5. Figure 2.15 shows the relative intensities of the knots against their 
position from the VLA source along the jet axis.
The proper motion of the knots can be clearly seen in figure 2.15. It can also be seen that 
knot F was not present in the 1983 image, first appears in the 1985 image as a extension of knot 
E, and is clearly a separate entity in the 1987 image. The brightness of knots A, B and C have 
remained constant, while knot D has increased by 50% between 1983 and 1985, and knot E has 
steadily decreased.
The fact that a new knot has appeared indicates that the central star is still active. The 
development of knot F is clearly illustrated in figure 2.16, which shows the averaged intensity 
within the jet of each knot, whereas figure 2.15 shows the average intensity of each knot over a 
5” long interval centred on and perpendicular to the jet’s axis. From figure 2.15, a displacement 
of 0.96” between the first and third images can be measured, which corresponds to a tangential 
velocity o f 190km/s at the estimated distance of 160pc to L1551.
From the high velocity motion of knot D, the IRS-5 jet is formed when high density, high 
velocity bullets shock the slower moving second wind. The Ho-/ [Nil] and [OIIIj/H^ ratios are 
supporting evidence for a very high and nearly constant shock velocity. The line ratios and bow 
shock parameters that fit knots F, E &; D do not fit C &; B. Consistency can be obtained either 
if the shock fronts change shape to nearly plane parallel, or the preshock gas at knots C & B are 
substantially preionized. There is a rapid deceleration downstream of knot D from the velocity 
o f the stellar wind to that of the second wind. To date, no detailed studies have been made of 
knot A.
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2.6 The Large Scale Outflow
2.6.1 Morphology of the Outflow
All the signposts of outflow activity such as the optical jet; the HH objects; the large scale 
reflection nebula; and the blue shifted lobe lie within the opening angle of the 2.2ŷ m reflection 
nebula shown in figure 2.17. The small scale structures such as the optical jet and the elongated 
emission at 5GHz (VLA) lie close to the symmetry axis o f the reflection nebula. This supports the 
view that the 2.2/zm reflection nebula is light scattered from the inner regions of the circumstellar 
disk surrounding IRS-5.
The outflow has created a parabolic cavity close to the jet nozzle. The walls of the cavity 
are delineated by light from IRS-5 that is scattered along the cavity walls. The cavity contains a 
number of shock excited objects which have either been ejected from IRS-5, or swept up from the 
ambient cloud material. HH102 shows dual characteristics of shock excitation and a reflection 
nebula (see figure 2.19)
The HH objects HH28, HH29 HH102, and the optical reflection nebula suggest low extinc­
tion (<1 mag) along the outflow axis, compared with the very high direct line of sight extinction 
(of the order o f 25 magnitudes). This large difference in extinction suggests that the lobes are 
composed of low density gas.
Most of the observations of the large scale outflow have been made in CO. However Rodriguez 
et al (1988) report recent observations of the outflow in OH. The CO emission arises from a thin 
(0.03 -  0.07pc) shell of shocked CO gas at the boundary of the large scale outflow region, with a 
total mass of 0.9Mq . High resolution CO observations of the blue shifted lobe suggest that the 
boundary of the molecular outflow and the cavity wall are coincident. The shell structure is due 
to ambient gets being swept up by a hot stellar wind, resulting in the SW lobe approaching at a 
velocity o f lOkm/s. There is redshifted emission to the north of the outflow axis, which can be 
interpreted as evidence for rotation of the outflow.
The large column density of the Low Velocity (LV) gas, inferred from CS and 13CO obser­
vations suggests that a substantial portion of the mass outflow is located at the boundaries of 
the flow, as illustrated in figure 2.18. Observations of the spatial distribution of the HV and LV 
components of the outflow indicates that the HV gas is preferentially found along the outflow 
axis, while the LV gas that is found at the peripheries of the outflow, and is slowed down due to 
boundary layer effects.
Snell et al. (1985) made optical observations through V, R, I (broad band) and Ha (narrow 
band) filters shown in figure 2.19. The V &; I band filters show regions which are dominated by 
scattered light. The R band image shows both scattered light and the shock excited emission of 
[01], [Nil], [SII] and Ha . The Ha image shows the shock excited regions of IRS-5.
Several noteworthy features which are evident in figure 2.19 are:
(1) the shock excited and scattered light regions of HH102 are almost coincident.
(2) the walls of the cavity are delineated by the scattered light component. It appears to have a 
parabolic geometry extending from IRS-5 (I frame) and terminating in the bright rim structure.
(3) the shock excited gas is clumpy and appears to be interior to the cavity.
(4) the jet is clumpy (I frame) and elongated. In H<*, it appears smooth, but terminates approx­
imately 10” from IRS-5.
Rainey et al (1986) reported that the outflow undergoes acceleration out to 0.25pc (5.5
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arcminute). The flow is not uniform, and undergoes major disruption close to HH29 as indicated 
by CO J=2—1 k  J=3-2. Rodriguez et al (1988) have reported their findings of OH absorption 
using the VLA for the 18cm (1667 MHz transition) continuum emission of OH. These observations 
are complementary to the CO observations, and are illustrated in figures 2.20 k  2.21.
There is a OH emission feature to the SE of IRS-5 of smaller intensity than the OH absorption 
feature. The OH absorption shows the same bipolar morphology as seen in the CO, with blue 
shifted gas in the SW lobe, and red shifted in the NE lobe. While the high velocity CO can be 
traced from very close to IRS-5, the high velocity OH is only detectable in the more distant parts 
of the outflow lobes. The high velocity OH is not located symmetrically with respect to the CO 
lobes. In the SW lobe, the OH absorption is present along the NW edge, while on the NE lobe 
the OH absorption is present along the SE edge.
The NW rim of the blue shifted lobe, and the SE rim of the redshifted lobe have the greatest 
column density and velocity dispersion. This result can be explained if, on a small scale (1” ) the 
outflow is occurring along a E-W axis. The large scale density gradient of L I551 and external 
gaseous structures then redirect the flow into the NE-SW orientation observed at the arcminute 
scale. The change in direction will take place mainly on the SE edge of the red shifted lobe and 
the NW edge of the blue shifted lobe. As a result, the column density and the velocity dispersion 
will be enhanced at these locations.
The distribution could be caused by an OH enhancement in the outer parts of the outflow 
as shock produced H2O is photo-dissociated by the interstellar UV radiation field. This requires 
that H2O dissociation can take place on time scales much smaller than either the characteristics 
outflow time scale, or the dissociation time scale in a unshielded interstellar radiation field.
During the 104 year dynamic lifetime of the outflow, a wind of 200km/s and a mass flux of 
1O~6M0 has been present. This is much larger than the flux inferred from the jets, and suggests 
that IRS-5 has had either a highly episodic stellar mass loss, or the stellar wind is only partially 
ionized. The presence of HI and [01] emission in the outflow suggests that the stellar wind is 
mostly neutral atomic hydrogen.
2.6.2 Herbig Haro Objects
Apart from HH28, HH29 k  HH102, there are many other HH like objects present in the 
SW lobe. Figure 2.22 shows the location of these knots, and Table 2.1 lists their characteristics. 
These objects can be divided into two groups according to their location: those which lie along a 
curving arc south of the reflection nebula; and those which lie at the edge of the reflection nebula 
at the NW boundary of the cavity. The former generally have lower velocities than the later, as 
illustrated in figure 2.23 (Stocke et al 1988).
The emissions from these HH knots are consistent with shocks formed by outwardly moving 
clumps of gas impacting upon an ambient medium (ie bullet geometry). The wind speed observed 
downstream from the jet is consistent with the speed of the second wind, so that although the 
knots may be due to FU Orinis outbursts in the stellar wind, the speed of the knots is regulated 
by the second wind, rather than the stellar wind.
Spectra for three of the brightest HH Objects are presented in figure 2.24. HH29 has promi­
nent double peaks, with the lowest velocity peak indicative of a bullet geometry rather than a 
clump of swept up ambient cloud material. Campbell et al (1988) gives a velocity of 700±200km/s 
for HH29. HH28 and knot 217 are similar to HH29, with HH102 showing dual characteristics of
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a HH object and a reflection nebula. This is due to HH102 being in the current clear line of sight 
to IRS-5 (reflection), and the outflow being directed towards it (shock).
The distance between the knots give a rough guide to the life history of IRS-5 outbursts. 
Major outbursts occur approximately every lOOOyrs (between the jet to HH 29 to HH28), with 
minor outbursts on the scale o f a few hundred years. This is consistent with the limited data 
available for FU Orinis stars.
2.7 Summary
IRS-5 lies at the centre o f a well collimated bipolar outflow that is typical of YSOs. The 
outflow is initially collimated by a dense inner disk that is dynamically decoupled from the large 
scale circumstellar disk. The axis of the inner disk is orientated in a E-W direction parallel to 
the jet, while the large scale disk is orientated in a NE-SW direction parallel to the CO lobes. 
The E-W orientation is indicated by the reflection and shock characteristics of HH102, which lies 
due west o f IRS-5. As well as being orientated at a different angle to that large scale disk, the 
inner disk appears to be precessing at a rate of 1° -  5° per year.
The jet has created a parabolic cavity close to the nozzle. This cavity is visible as the 2/im 
reflection nebula. A number of bright knots are visible in the region of the jet, and have shown 
measurable variations in both brightness and position over a period of 10 years. These knots 
could be due to FU Orinis like outbursts, which have a “bullet” geometry as they enter the CO 
lobes. The fact that IRS-5 is still active is evident from the recent appearance of a new knot 
from the jets’ nozzle.
On a larger scale, the mass outflow has created a cavity which contains a number of HH like 
objects. The HH objects that lie along the outflow axis have higher velocities than those along 
the rim of the cavity. These HH objects give a guide to the history of mass loss by IRS-5, with 
large scale outbursts such as HH28 and HH29 occurring on the order of 104 years, and smaller 
scale outbursts on the scale of 103 years.
The cavity is delineated by the CO emission over its entire length, and OH emission at the 
regions where the high velocity gas meets the ambient cloud. High velocity gas is preferentially 
found in the centre of the flow, with low velocity gas found at edges.
There are two velocity features present in the outflow, a high velocity stellar wind, and a 
low velocity wind of uncertain origin. Mass loss from the accretion disk appears to be the most 
probable candidate as the source for the second wind.
IRS-5 is a low luminosity, low mass star and as such could not produce the necessary Lyman 
continuum flux to photoionize the gas in the lobes. Observations indicate that much of the gas 
is neutral hydrogen. The fact that IRS-5 can provide the necessary power to “drive” the bipolar 
outflow indicates that similar stars could also be responsible for such outflows, not only massive 
hot stars with highly ionized outflow lobes.
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3: REVIEW  OF PREVIOUS MASS OUTFLOW MODELS
In this section, a summary of the results and conclusions of previous papers describing jets 
and the large scale mass outflow region is given.
3.1 Canto & Rodriguez 1980
Canto k  Rodriguez presented a model to account for the focusing of a initially spherical 
stellar wind into a one directional outflow. This mechanism is illustrated in figure 3.1, showing 
a source inside a molecular cloud of varying density gradient. The stellar wind is refracted by 
a series o f shocks in the direction of decreasing density. These shocks focus the wind into a 
confined outflow region, at which point the HH objects are observed. By focusing the stellar 
winds, a greater proportion of energy is transferred to the observed HH objects than that which 
is imparted by a radially isotropic distribution of the winds energy. This alleviated the need 
for unrealistically strong stellar winds to account for the observed characteristics of HH objects. 
The lack of an associated observed exciting star is naturally explained by the fact that the star 
is obscured by optically thicker (denser) regions of the cloud than the observed HH objects.
3.2 Barral & Canto 1981
Barral k  Canto considered a gaseous flat disk in hydrostatic equilibrium with uniform tem­
perature. The differential density gradient along the axis of the disk provide less resistance to 
the stellar wind, thus focusing the wind and forming two large ovoid cavities, as illustrated in 
figure 3.2. They concluded that the cavity was filled by an unshocked stellar wind, bounded by 
a shocked wind. This shocked wind slides along the cavity walls, forming an annular stream. 
The shocked boundary to the cavity also provided a simple mechanism to account for the acute 
ending tips for the outflow, a fact that many previous models had difficulty accounting for.
3.3 Calvet, Canto & Rodriguez 1981-83
Calvet, Canto k  Rodriguez (1981) initially modelled the boundary emission from the jet 
and large scale flow as a porous (sucking) plate at the boundary. A source of a stellar wind was 
at the centre of a dense flattened circumstellar disc, surrounded by a cloud of lower density. The 
source produces a initially spherically symmetrical cavity which, due to the varying density (thus 
pressure) gradient, emerges from the poles of the disc to produce a bipolar outflow, similar to 
that illustrated in figure 3.2.
The bipolar cavities grow until a static configuration is achieved, at which point the flow 
consists of two ovoid cavities filled by an unshocked stellar wind and bounded by a shock in the 
wind. It is assumed that the boundary between the shocked stellar wind and the surrounding 
molecular cloud material is stable, and that the transport of momentum across the boundary is 
negligible. This model is basically the same as the 1983 version, except that reference to sucking 
plates has been deleted.
Between the shocked stellar stream and the molecular cloud material, there is a turbulent 
mixing layer. The cloud provides the majority of the mass for the layer, while the shocked wind 
provides the momentum. Thus, material in the mixing layer will move considerably faster than 
the cloud material, but slower than the shocked wind. This mixing layer is assumed to behave 
as a porous (sucking) plate moving with velocity uo relative to the cloud, and is illustrated in 
figure 3.3. The suction is assumed to be constant, and applied uniformally over the plate.
The motion of the plate, through viscous forces, will induce parallel motion in the originally 
motionless cloud material. The induced motion decreases exponentially with distance from the
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plate. The wing emissions observed in the outflows are assumed to originate in the mixing layer.
Using this model, CCR were able to match calculated wing profiles to a number of observed 
wing profiles. Another important result of the model was that it provides a possible mechanism for 
the acceleration of molecular gas to supersonic velocities without shocking the gas and destroying 
the emitting molecules.
3.4 Konigl 1982
Konigl assumed a geometry similar to that o f Barral &; Canto (1981) as discussed previously, 
and described the focusing mechanism for the stellar wind. The stellar wind is decelerated in 
a strong spherical shock at radius Rw, and brought to a halt in the equatorial plane at the 
stagnation radius Ro, where the pressure is Po, as illustrated in figure 3.4. At a distance zn along 
the flow axis, the flow is reaccelerated and becomes supersonic, forming a de Laval nozzle.
3.6 Falle 1986
Falle modelled the gas dynamics of a jet that was able to match the observed 01 emission 
observed in the jet o f HH 34. Falle assumed that the jet was collimated on a small scale, close 
to the source, so that the intermediate and large scale structure does not directly reflect the 
collimation process.
Falle concluded that the radiative cooling of the jet is important in the formation of shocks. 
If the cooling length is small compared to the scale of the jet, then the jet will cool rapidly as it 
emerges from the source. As it emerges, the pressure of the jet will drop below the pressure of 
the ambient medium, resulting in a shock being driven into the flow.
3.7 Solf 1987
Solf modelled the dynamics of the mass outflow associated with HH24. Measurements were 
taken along the three slits illustrated in figure 3.5. Solf concluded that the observed features 
of the flow were most likely the result of a collimated, cylindrical jet, surrounded by a coaxial 
envelope of gas which is being accelerated.
The core of the jet presents nearly constant velocities, decreasing by «5 %  only, while the 
envelope has a large velocity increase. A schematic representation of the model is presented 
in figure 3.6a. As indicated by the arrows, the core has negligible velocity decrease, while the 
envelope has a large velocity increase. The predicted position - velocity distribution is illustrated 
in figure 3.6b, which forms a shape similar to the Greek letter A.
The left side represents the inner core of the jet, while the right represents the accelerating 
material in the surrounding envelope. At the end of the flow, the velocities of the core and 
envelope should be similar (denoted by the apex in figure 3.6b). In figure 3.7, the position - 
velocity diagram obtained from the [SII] 6716Aline along slit a of figure 3.5 illustrates the A 
shape. Similiar A shaped position - velocity diagrams have been obtained for the jets associated 
with HH34 and L1551 IRS-5.
3.8 Linazno et al. 1988
Linazno et al reported evidence that the stellar wind of HH7-11 was being decelerated by 
the continual transference of momentum from the flow to the ambient ISM. A sizable proportion 
of the flow was detected to be neutral atomic hydrogen gas. Since the observed ionised wind 
was only 10% of what was theoretically required to drive the majority of the observed flows, a 
sizable neutral component to the flow would naturally account for the required energy to drive 
the large scale flows. A mass loss rate of «  3 x 10-6 M ©/yr was determined from observations
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for HH7-11.
3.9 Raga & Canto 1989
Raga & Canto observed that the large scale outflow cavities commenced at the end of well 
collimated optical jets. The flow is highly non-adiabatic, with the stellar wind being shocked at 
the edges of the cavity, forming a thin cool layer surrounding the cavity. This cool layer slides 
along the cavity boundary. They used models using a flow temperature of «  5 x 106K, a number 
density o f «  2 x 105 p /cm 3, and a radius of «  70AU.
3.10 Sandell et al. 1990
Conducted observations of the collimated outflow SSV13 associated with HH7-11. SSV13 is 
a heavily obscured PMS star, luminosity «  66 -  90 L©, with an associated H2O maser. It has 
a compact disk, with an average temperature of 50K, a mass of 0.25±0.005Mq , and a gas/dust 
density «  108 cm-3 . A faint emission was observed in the outflow direction, which was most 
likely due to dust associated with the cavity boundary.
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4: DESCRIPTION OF THE VISCOUS BOUNDARY  
LAYER - DIFFUSION MODEL
4.1 Observed Characteristics of Mass Outflow Regions
A number of the observed mass outflows exhibit a bipolar geometry, and it is not unreason­
able to assume that this would be a characteristic of the vast majority of such outflow regions. 
It is assumed that these bipolar outflows are formed when the YSO at the centre of the rotating 
gas cloud blows a spherical bubble into the cloud until it reaches one scale height of the cloud, 
at which time it proceeds to “burrow” a tunnel along the path of least resistance, the rotational 
symmetry axis. Thus, a bipolar jet extending from a central source is formed, as illustrated in 
figure 4.1. The majority of mass outflows are associated with HH objects, and originate from IR 
sources similar to L1551 IRS-5, as described in chapter two. It is the interaction at the boundary 
of the mass outflow, and the manner in which material in the boundary layer is accelerated, and 
diffuses into the flow that will modelled in the subsequent chapters.
Smith (1986) has concluded that the collimation of the stellar wind occurs < 1015cm from 
the source, with the jets having small opening angles of 3° »  10°. Sandell et al (1990) determined 
that the inner circumstellar disk have an average radius of «  1000AU, a thickness of 200 «  400AU, 
and a number density > 108cm-3 . The jets exit from the poles of the circumstellar disk because 
they are the thinnest region of the circumstellar disk.
The jet is composed of low density (typically 103 H /cm 3), low temperature gas. At some 
distance from the star, the surrounding circumstellar disk is not of sufficient density to maintain 
the confinement of the jet and it expands to form a large “cavity” in the ISM (usually observed 
as a CO lobe). A shock observed at the leading edge of the cavity propagates into the ISM at 
velocities in the order of lOkm/s. The edges of the cavity are delineated by shock excited CO 
emission, where the gas ’’ slides” along the cavity boundary.
4.2 The Model
The basic model is illustrated in figure 4.2. The jet is initially confined by the dense inner 
circumstellar disk, which effectively behaves as a “solid” cylindrical wall. At the flow boundary, 
the flow is decelerated, while at the same time, material diffuses into the flow from the boundary. 
The model disregards any shocks present in the flow, or at the flow boundary.
Thus, a viscous boundary layer and diffusing boundary layer develops, which form an en­
closing envelope around the flow, as described previously by Solf (1987). Sandell et al (1990) 
detected faint emission from the cavity boundary which they attributed to interstellar dust grains 
present in the boundary layer.
The dense inner disk focuses and collimates the initially spherical stellar wind into a bipolar 
outflow, as illustrated in figure 1.4. Direct observations of this region are yet to be obtained, 
due to the extremely dense inner disk. Sandell (in a private comunication 1990), has reported 
densities greater than 1012p /cm 3 in this region. Due to this, the physical properties of this 
region can only be surmised. In the outer regions of the circumstellar disk, the jet expands until 
it reaches pressure equilibrium with the disk, and becomes visible. The jet remains collimated 
until the disk density decreases such that it can not continue to confine the jet, allowing it to 
expand into the ISM forming the large scale cavity.
Mundt (1987) determined that the flows are quasi-continuous over a period of 104yr. There­
fore, the flow will be considered as continuous and steady within cylindrical flow boundaries. The
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boundary density will firstly be considered constant, then varying proportional to the inverse of 
the distance from the source along the flow axis.
The models will be used on the three sections of the outflow, describing the role of viscosity 
and diffusion in the outflow. Since hydrogen constitutes greater than 90% of the material in the 
universe, the model assumes that the flow consists solely of neutral atomic hydrogen. The role 
o f interstellar dust was also considered in the model. However, the interstellar dust was found 
to have a negligible effect on the model, due in part to the fact that the gas/dust ratio is in the 
order o f 100:1 to 1000:1.
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5: VISCOUS BOUNDARY LAYER-DIFFUSION MODEL 
CONSTANT BOUNDARY DENSITY
It is assumed that the outflow from the YSO has been confined to a narrow jet by the 
surrounding circumstellar disk to exit from the poles of the disk. The outflow is in the x direction, 
with an initial density o f pj and velocity Uf. The boundary of the flow has density pb (constant) 
and velocity Material is diffusing into the flow as illustrated in figure 4.2.
As the low velocity material (either dust or gas) diffuses into the flow, it is accelerated by 
viscous forces as it interacts with the flow. This force is due to the viscosity of the gas, given 
that the Reynolds number is low (Re <C 1).
As material diffuses into the flow, it interacts with the flow, and an exchange of energy 
takes place. The transfer of momentum between the low density, high velocity flow and the high 
density, low velocity diffusing material is described by viscous boundary layer equation and the 
diffusion equation.
5.1 Viscous Boundary Layer Equation
The viscous boundary layer equation is
Du _ 9 —— =  u V 2u 
Dt
where v is the kinematic viscosity, and v — p/p
(5.1)
In cylindrical co-ordinates, and assuming that the system exhibits axial symmetry (ie =
0), and steady state conditions apply (ie ^  =  0), equation (5.1) becomes
du / i f  d2u 1 du \
U dx p \ dr2 r dr J
p is the mass density of the material. By taking 
where
p — rripN
where mp is the particle mass, and N  in the number density, equation (5.2) becomes
du p ( d2u 1 du 1
dx rripN \ dr2 r dr j




R = — , U =  —  
r0 u0
- N  ~ u
X =  -------  AT---N0 mpu0Jy0r
equation (5.4) becomes
(5.5)
(jdR- -  1 f  d2U , 1 du
dX N  l dR2 R dR
5.2 Diffusion Equation
The diffusion equation in which the diffusion co-efficient (D) is assumed to be constant is
(5.6)
^  =  D V 2p 
Dt H
(5.7)
where p is the mass density.
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As with the boundary layer discussed previously, if the system is assumed to have axial 
symmetry (ie =  0), and steady state conditions apply (ie =  0), and the diffusion in the x 
direction is negligible (ie Dx ~  0), then equation (5.7) simplifies to
dp_ _  f d V  1 dp
dx r 1 dr2 ^  r dr (5.8)
Using the non-dimensional units R , U , N , h  X  of equation (5.5), equation (5.8) becomes
Tyd N  d2N  1 dN
U — — — 0 — ■— t- ~— ~ 
dX  dR2 R dR
(5.9)
with 0  = D'mrN° n
5.3 Schmidt Number
Equations (5.1) &; (5.7) are essentially the same, except for the co-efficients on the right 
hand side. If Dr =  u, then the result is two equivalent equations in which the momentum 
boundary layer and the diffusion boundary layer are the same. The dimensionless number v/Dr 
is called the Schmidt Number, and describes the relationship between the mass and momentum 
boundary layers. If <  1, then the mass (diffusion) process dominates, with the momentum 
layer progressing into the flow more slowly. If -jy- > 1, then the momentum process dominates, 
with the mass (diffusion) layer progressing into the flow more slowly. The significance of the 
Schmidt Number to the model is described in greater detail in the Appendix A.
5.4 Finite difference Approximations 
5.4.1 Boundary Layer
The numerical technique used is finite difference, with the grid system illustrated in figure 
5.1. The finite difference approximation to the viscous boundary layer equation (5.5) is
jj U j + 1 ,i — Uj,i _ 1 i Ü jtj-fi 2 Ü j ti T Ü j,i—l
iJ  À Ï  “  J ~ i 'l (AR ) 2
_l__ (  Ü j , i+ 1 ~
+  Ri V 2A R )
Noting that R{ =  iAR, equation (5.10) becomes
( , - = l , . . . , n - l )  (5.11)
(i =  0)
- 1 A X  - r TT
— ~  7  ̂ , A  ̂ U j j + i  — 2U j j  + U j j -1
UjjNj'i (A R)’
+  Ui’i+1 n Ui’i- 1 } +  Uh,2 *
U.
A X
j + i,o Ujt0Njto (A R )‘
(5.10)
(i = !,•■• , n -  1)
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5.4.2 Diffusion equation
The finite difference approximation to the diffusion equation (5.9) is
j j  N j j  _  q  f  N j ,t - f  i  2 A j , t- +  N j , j ~ i
A X  ~  " I  (A # )2
_l_ ^ / N j j + i  N j j _ i
Ri V 2A R
Noting that R{ =  iAR, equation (5.12) becomes
(i =  1, • • -,n  -  1)
(5.12)
(A i?)2
+  JVj'i+1 „ . jVi’i- 1 1- +2*
- 4 0  A X  , , r
^ i+ i,o  — 7 — 7 7 o' < _  ty.o
i/j-.o (A tf)2
(i =  1, • • - , n -  1)
(*’ = o)
(5.13)
5.4.3 Stability of the Numerical Approximation
The maximum step length (A X ) is determined from equations (5.11) &; (5.13). Equation 
(5.13) involves an additional term 0  in the approximation. For the approximations to remain 
stable, the multiplying term is $  <  0.5, where $  is
$  _  1 A X
~  (A-ft)2
e  A X  
"  0~i (A R Y
Therefore the step length A X  will be given by
(5.14)
A X  =  min i u j riNjii (A R )2$, ^ U j ^ A R ) 2^  (5.15)
5.5 Results
The Schmidt Number (S'), which determines the dominance of either the velocity or mass 
diffusion process, is primarilarly dependent upon the value of the diffusion constant (D). The 
diffusion constant is dependent upon the number density (Appendix (A .3)), while the viscosity 
¡1 is independent of the number density (Appendix (A .5)). In model 5a, the number density of 
the flow was used to determine the diffusion constant (D). This resulted in the Schmidt Number 
being less than one (S <  1), and the diffusion process being the dominate mechansim in the 
model. In model 5b the number density of the boundary was used (S > 1), with the viscous 
boundary layer being the dominant process.
In all cases, the temperature used to determine the diffusion constant was the temperature 
of the disk, while the viscosity was determined by the flow temperature. While the temperature 
of the diffusing material will not remain constant, it will take some time to reach the temperature 
of the flow. Therefore, the diffusion constant will increase proportionally to the square root of
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the temperature. Thus, using the disk temperature to determine the diffusion constant gives a 
conservative estimate for rate of gas diffusion in the model. It should be noted that while the 
total penetration of either of the boundary layers will obviously increase with as the length to 
radius ratio increases, the rate of penetration is primarily determined by the number density 
value chosen for the diffusion constant. The temperature of the flow and disk plays a minor role 
in determining the behaviour of the model, unless the temperature varies to extremes (> T 04). 
This is due to the fact that it is the square root of the temperature which determines both the 
diffusion constant and the viscosity (see Appendix A). It is the dependence upon the density 
which has the greater effect on the behaviour of either of the models.
The results o f the two models are illustrated in figures 5.2 -  5.10, and were obtained using 
the parameters listed in the Appendix B. The number density (N ), the velocity (U), and the 
momentum are scaled to values between 0 &; 1. In the velocity and density figures, the white 
regions indicates the regions at the initial values.
The ragged edges at the boundary edges are an produced partly because of the “magnifi­
cation” used to show detail close to the flow boundary, and partly as a artifact of the plotting 
software used to produce the graphs (notice that the majority of other edges are “smooth” ). The 
velocity graphs were produced by subtracting the flow velocity from the initial velocity (U0 =  1), 
hence the velocity graphs represent the decrease from the initial velocity, rather than an increase.
An interesting prediction of model 5b is that there is a region of momentum loss. In the 
figures, the black region represents values at, or below the initial momentum value. This is due 
to the fact that while the velocity of the flow has decreased, the density has remained constant 
at the initial flow value. Thus, there is a region between the flow and the bulk of the diffusing 
material where momentum is less than that of the flow.
A significant feature of both models is the very narrow peak («1 %  of the flow radius) in the 
momentum of the flow which occurs close to the flow boundary. These peaks in the momentum 
represent the observed CO wings, which define the boundary of the large scale cavity.
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6: VISCOUS BOUNDARY LAYER-DIFFUSION MODEL 
DECREASING BOUNDARY DENSITY
6.1 Discussion
The model of the previous chapter assumed that the boundary density of the jet and large 
scale cavity remained constant for the length of the flow. These assumptions are only valid for 
small distances within the circumstellar disk, or at significant distances from the source star 
o f the jet. Between these two points, there is a decrease in the density of the disk material 
proportional to the inverse of the distance from the star.
The boundary density profile p(x), of the circumstellar disk along the flow axis is proportional 
to the inverse of the distance x from the source, given by
p(x) =
A
x +  B
(6 .1)
where A  and B  are constants. Using the boundary conditions, equation (6.1) can be expressed 
as
( \ p0plXlp(x) =  —-----------r-----------
X{po ~  P i )  +  P l X i
where p0 is the density at a?0, and p\ is the density at x\. 
(6.2) becomes
(6.2)
In non-dimensional form, equation
N(x)
N iXi
X ( l  - N J  +  N iXi
(6.3)
6.2 When Expansion Occurs
At a distance l  from the star, the density of the circumstellar disk decreases to the point 
where the static pressure of the disk is less than the pressure of the jet. At this stage, the disk 
is unable to confine the jet, and it expands into the disk or ISM material as illustrated in figure 
4.1. The initial expansion of such jets generally appears to be parabolic (see L1551) in geometry. 
This expansion continues until at a distance , the pressure of the jet is less than the pressure 
of the ISM, and the jet can not sustain its expansion, and becomes “reconfined” .
The jet will undergo expansion when the pressure of the jet, Pj is greater than the static 
pressure o f the circumstellar disk, Pd-
Pd < Pj (6.4)
where
P d = \ pd (V rtn!)l  (6.5)
Pi =  \pi(VTm, ) )  +  \Pjv] (6.6)
The kinetic pressure of the disk is ignored since the velocity of the disk is small compared 
to the jet velocity. From the preceding chapter, it has been determined that the penetration 
of both the diffusion and velocity boundary layers is small, in the order of 10% for significant
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variation from the initial conditions of the flow. Therefore, P j will effectively retain the initial 
conditions, hence it can be considered as remaining constant, with only the static pressure of the 
disk decreasing. Thus, equation (6.4) becomes
Pd <
Pj(Vj +  {Vrms)J) 
(Vrmi )d
Converting to non-dimensional units, equation (6.7) can be written as
(6.7)
Nd <
N j(Ü f +  1)
CVrms)2
(6.8)
where Ñ¿ is given by equation (6.3).
6.3 Results
From initial calculations, calculations using equations (6.8) k  (6.3) indicate that unless the 
disk is comparable temperature to the flow (observations indicate a disk temperature of between 
10K-50K), then the confining density limit is many orders of magnitude greater than the flow 
density. For this reason, it would appear that only the innermost disk, which initially collimates 
the stellar wind, will be o f sufficient density to confine the disk. However, if the temperature of 
the disk was greater than 50K (up to the flow temperature), then it would appear possible that 
the optical jet could be confined by the outer disk.
For example, the parameters of model 2.1, equation (6.7) indicate a limiting density of 
« 2 x  108p /cm 3, which occurs at a distance of 0.0005pc along the flow axis. The parameters of 
model 2.II, indicate a limiting density of 5 x 108p /cm 3 occurring at a distance of 0.0002pc along 
the flow axis. The limiting density will primarily be determined by the ratio of the squares of the 
root mean square velocities of the disk and flow gas, which is dependent upon the temperature 
of the gas (see Appendix (A .2)).
For this model, the diffusion of the gas was the dominant mechanism in the system. The 
velocity showed a negligible change along the flow. For this reason, the momentum and density 
figures appear to have very similar morphologies. In figure 6.1, material penetrated to approx­
imately 50% of the flow radius, with the bulk of the material confined to the outer 5%). In 
figure 6.2, the material penetrated to approximately 15% of the flow radius, with the bulk of 
the material confined to the outer 1.5% of the flow. The higher temperature of the boundary 
material gave the disk a higher Vrms, which meant that the disk was able to confine the flow for 
a greater length, and the diffusion occurred for a greater length, with a greater amount of gas 
diffusing into the flow. Also, lowering the temperature of the flow has the equivalent effect that 
raising the boundary temperature, provided that the Vrms of the flow is greater than vj.
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7: SUM M ARY
The models presented in chapters five and six make predictions that can be compared with 
observations. A schematic representation of the flow system is given in figures 7.1, which is similar 
to Solfs’ model, illustrated in figure 3.6a. An important difference between the two schemes is 
the manner in which material is accelerated. In Solfs’ model, the flow accelerates the confining 
disk material at the boundary, rather than material diffusing from the boundary into the flow, 
and then being accelerated. Both schemes will result in a position-velocity diagram similar to 
Solfs’ predicted (figure 3.6b) and observed (figure 3.7) if observations are made along the flow 
axis which includes the entire width of the flow.
The models predict that the emission from the low velocity gas will peak near the flow 
boundary (see figure 7.2a), while the emission form the high velocity gas will peak along the flow 
axis (see figure 7.2b). These predictions compare well with the observed emission of low and high 
velocity gas in known outflow systems (ie L1551, figure 2.18).
Of the three diagrams (density, velocity, and momentum) obtained for each of the models, it 
is the momentum which is most important when comparing with observations. This is because 
a change in momentum represents a change in energy for the flow, and is represented by the 
emission of various molecules (specifically CO in the large scale flow). The model predicts a 
thin momentum peak ( 1—2% of the flow radius) close to the boundary of the flow. This thin 
peak in the momentum effectively delineates the flow boundary. This prediction is borne out in 
recent CO observation of numerous flow systems, since the resolution of the observations is now 
sufficient to confirm that the emission is originating from a very thin layer at the flow boundary.
The predictions of the model 5a (in which the diffusion is the dominant process), are for 
a rapid rise in the momentum from the flow boundary to a peak, then a decrease to initial 
momentum level of the flow. The momentum predictions of the model 5b, in which the velocity 
is the dominant process, again predicts a rapid rise from the flow boundary to a peak, then a 
decrease to a level below the initial momentum level, before rising back to the initial momentum 
level of the flow. This is due to the fact that the velocity decreases in areas of the flow while the 
density has remained unchanged from the initial value.
In the model with radially decreasing boundary density, both the density and the momentum 
peak near the beginning of the flow. The extinction due to the inner disk (with particle densities 
>  1012p /cm 3) is too great to allow observations of this region, except at millimetre or greater 
wavelengths (see Appendix C). However, the beam width of any currently available radio telescope 
is far greater than the scale of the emission structure that is expected to be observed. Hence, 
this is a prediction that cannot currently be compared with observation.
While the models (particularly the constant boundary density models in the large scale out­
flow) provide good agreement with observed conditions, it is important to note their limitations. 
These limitations come from the assumptions that (a) any shocks present in the system have 
been ignored, and (b) any Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities present along the flow boundary have 
also been ignored. The importance of the model lies in the fact that it provides a basis for more 
sophisticated models to build upon, and quantifies the roles of diffusion and viscous forces at the 
flow boundary.
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A P P E N D IX  A : C O N S T A N T S  A N D  D E F IN IT IO N S  
A stro n o m ica l C onstants
Astronomical unit (AU) : 1.5 x 1013 cm.
Parsec (pc) : 3.0857 x 1018 cm =  206260 AU =  3.26 ly.
Boltzimans constant (k): 1.38 x 10“ 16 erg/K.
Hydrogen atom mass : 1.7 x 10” 24 gm.
Hydrogen atom radius : 5 x 10“  9 cm.
Solar mass ( M q ) : 1.989 x 1033 g.
Solar luminosity (L©) : 3.83 x 1033 erg/s.
M ean  Free P ath
The mean free path (£) for a particle o f radius a0, and number density N, is given by
£ =  (iW a 2) 1 (A .l)
For hydrogen gas, £ fa 1016A _1cm.
R o o t  M ean  Square V e locity
The root mean square velocity (Vrms) is given by
rms \ M P )
1/2
(-4-2)
where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T  is the temperature in Kelvin, and Mp is the mass of the 
particle. For hydrogen gas, Vrms fa 1.57 x 104 T 1/ 2cm sec-1 
D iffu sion  C o-efficient
The diffusion co-efficient (D ) is approximated by
D fa ¿Vrms (A .3)
which gives a value of fa 1.57 x 102° T 1/ 2 A _1cm2 sec“ 1 for hydrogen gas.
V iscos ity
The viscosity (p) o f the flow is given
II *  MiNVrms (A .4)
where M  is the mass of the flow particles (in this case the hydrogen atoms), £ is the mean free 
path o f the gas, N  is the number density, and Vrms is the root mean square velocity of the gas 
atoms. For hydrogen atoms, the viscosity approximates
/ / 5 . 7  x 10 5T ll 2gm cm  xs 1 (A .5)
R ey n o ld s  N u m b er o f  D ust P articles
The Reynolds Number (Re) for a particle is given by the equation
Re =
Lvp (4 .6)
where L is the length of the particle, v is the velocity of the particle, p is the mass density of the 
flow, and p is the viscosity of the flow.
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Schmidt Number
The Schmidt Number (S) is defined as
5 J L
Dp
which, upon substitution from (A .3) and (A .4) can be expressed as
(A. 7)
T )n Ni
S =  0-2-T72—  ( ^ )T ] '2Nj
for atomic hydrogen gas. Nd &; Td are the number density and temperature used to determine 
the diffusion constant D , and N j h T f  are the number density and temperature of the flow. The 
schmidt number relates the diffusion and velocity boundary layers. If S — 1, then the boundary 
layers are the same, if S <  1, then the diffusion boundary layer is ahead of the velocity boundary 
layer, and if S' >  1, then the velocity boundary layer moves ahead of the diffusion boundary 
layer.
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APPENDIX B: MODEL PARAMETERS
Summary of symbols used: readius of flow r; length of flow x\ boundary number density Nb\ 
flow number density Nf]  flow velocity Vf\ boundary velocity vb] flow temperature T); and disk 
temperature T .̂
The following lists the value of the parameters used by the constant boundary density model. 
I I )  r =  0.0005pc; x — O.Olpc; Nb =  106p /cm 3; Nf =  103p /cm 3; Vf =  200km/s; vb =  2km/s; 
Tj =  1000K; Tb =  50K.
1.11) r — 0.0005pc; x — O.Olpc; Nb — 106p /cm 3; Nj — 103p /cm 3; Vf =  200km/s; vb =■ 2km/s; 
Tf =  1000K; Tb =  20K.
l.III) r =  0.015pc; x =  O.lpc; Nb =  103p /cm 3; Nf =  10p/cm3; vj =  lOOkm/s; vb — lkm /s; 
Tf =  1000K; Tb =  50K.
l .IV ) r =  0.015pc; x =  O.lpc; Nb =  104p /cm 3; Nf =  10p/cm3; Vf =  lOOkm/s; vb =  lkm /s; 
Tf =  1000K; Tb =  20K.
The following lists the value of the parameters used by the varying boundary density model. 
The symbols are the same as previous, except that N0; is the boundary number density at the 
source, and boundary number density is N\ at x\.
2.1) r =  0.00005pc; N0 =  1012; x  ̂ =  O.lpc; N\ =  106p /cm 3; Nf =  103p /cm 3; Vf =  500km/s; 
vb =  5km/s; Tf  =  5000K; Tb =  50K.
2.11) r =  0.00005pc; N0 =  1012; x\ =  O.lpc; N\ =  106p /cm 3; Nf =  104p /cm 3; Vf =  500km/s; 
vb =  5km/s; Tf  =  5000K; Tb =  200K.
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APPEN D IX C: ISM DUST AND ABSORPTION  
ISM Dust Particle Size and Mass
The average size o f the interstellar dust particles is 1/mi in diameter, which gives the particles 
a cross sectional area o f fa 8 x 10-9  cm2, and a volume o f «  5 x 10-13 cm3. The largest proportion 
of the dust is composed of amorphous carbon, with a mean average density of fa 2 gm /cm 3. This 
leads to an average dust grain mass of fa 10“ 12 gm.
Absorption
The absorption of light by dust particles is given by
A v =  7T a2Nd (C. 1)
where a is the average radius of the dust particles, and Nd is the number of dust particles in the 
line of sight t. The average dust to gas ration is 1:100, therefore, Nd =  106 if Ng =  108. Assuming 
that the average thickness o f the disk is 100AU, then £ =  1.5 x 1015 cm, giving A v — 1.1 x 109 
The absorption for emission of any other wavelength A \, is given by
^  =  4 ^  (C.2)
Ad
The wavelength required to see any emission from the system will be when the absorption of 
that wave length approximates one (ie A\ fa 1). Substituting into (C.2), we obtain A =  0.053m. 




Figure 1.1: (a) A red broadband CCD image of HH34, showing the jet originating from the 
star, (b )  A two interference filter image of HH34 subtracted, showing regions with strong Ha 
emission in black, and [SII] emission in white, (c ) A direct image and an echelle spectrum of 
the blue shifted part of the HH34 outflow. The cross mark the position of the star, and the 
line indicates the slit position at the same scale. The long slit spectrum is the sum of the [SII] 
6717/6731 lines. The line indicates the position of sky emission, which has been subtracted. 
(Reipurth 1989).
Figure 1.2: A comparison of HH34 k  HH111 obtained from [SII] 6717/6731 CCD images. The 
source for HH34 is visible, while the cross indicates the position of an obscured IR source for 
HH111. (Reipurth 1989).
Figure 1.3: A direct CCD image of HH46/47 together with an echelle spectrum. The spectrum 
shows the sum of the [SII] 6717/6731 lines along the slit. The line indicates the position of the 
slit, and the +  indicates the source. (Reipurth 1989).
Figure 1.4: The source initially produces a spherical stellar wind. At a distance R, the wind 
is shocked, hence slowed. The stellar wind the escapes through the path of least resistance, the 
rotational axis o f the circumstellar disk. The dashed lines indicate regions of equal density. 
Figure 1.5: Schematic representations of the jet. (a) As the flow progresses the axis, the jet 
undergoes stages of expansion and contraction, as it establishes pressure equilibrium with the 
surrounding circumstellar disk. At the points of reconfinement, Mach shock discs appear. If the 
flow is steady, the the shock discs will appear stationary. If the flow is variable, the position 
of the discs will vary accordingly, (b ) Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities form at the jet boundary. 
Depending upon the flow velocity, the instabilities may grow to form “blobs” that may either be 
“pinched off” , or smeared out.
Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of a HH object being accelerated by the flow. The flow 
forms a bow shock behind the HH object, observed as emission lines of HI and H2. As the flow 
passes around the HH object, the HI undergoes recombination.
Figure 2.1: The region of IRS-5, showing XZ k  HL Tau, HH30, HH29, HH102 and HH28. 
(Strom et at. 1974).
Figure 2.2: A composite figure showing the relative position and size of the various features 
o f the L1551 system. The morphology of the circumstellar disk is only postulated. (Snell et al. 
1985).
Figure 2.3: Contour plots of the central region of IRS-5 at various wavelengths. The +  marks 
the position of the VLA source. (Campbell et al. 1988).
Figure 2.4: Plot of the various centroid positions of figure 2.3 with respect to the VLA position. 
( Campbell et al. 1988).
Figure 2.5: The polarization vectors of IRS-5. Note the alignment of the vectors perpendicular 
to the direction vector to the VLA source. (Lenzen 1987).
Figure 2.6: The spectrum of the blue region of IRS-5 compared with some standard stars. 
IRS-5’s absorption features are deeper than stars of luminosity class I. A G2 I star provides the 
best spectral match at this wavelength region. (Stocke et al. 1988).
Figure 2.7: The spectrum of the green region of IRS-5 compared with some standard stars. A 
KO I star provides the best spectral match at this wavelength region. (Stocke et al. 1988).
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Figure 2.8: A portion of the red spectrum obtained from the brightest part of the reflection 
nebula (near position 213-214, figure 2.22). The best match for this spectrum is that of a early 
K supergiant. (Stocke et al. 1988).
Figure 2.9: A model o f IRS-5’s circumstellar disk. The SW face (solid lines) is tilted at an 
angle o f 18 ±  2° towards Earth. The NE face is obscured by the optically thick dust of the disk. 
(Strom et al. 1985).
Figure 2.10: A grey scale map of C180  emission from IRS-5. (Sargent et al. 1988).
Figure 2.11: (a )-(e) Maps of the C18 emission from IRS-5 at indicated velocities, (f)  The 
integrated emission, similar to figure 2.10. The spatial resolution of each is 6.5” . (Sargent et al. 
1988).
Figure 2.12: MEM band images of the inner jet region, (a) r-band 6600 A, (b) i-band 8000 A, 
(c ) z-band 9000 A. The jet in the i-band image appears to change direction mid-length. ( Campbell 
et al. 1988).
Figure 2.13: H line profiles along the axis of the jet, from the end to knot D. (Stocke et al. 
1988).
Figure 2.14: Contour plot of IRS-5 at three epochs. Note the change in morphology at intensity 
o f the indicated knots. (Neckel & Staude. 1987).
Figure 2.15: The variation in the intensity distribution of the knots along the brightest ridge 
of the jet at the three epochs of figure 2.14. (Neckel & Staude. 1987).
Figure 2.16: The averaged intensity profiles along the jet axis at the three epochs considered 
in figures 2.14 &; 2.15. (Neckel & Staude. 1987).
Figure 2.17: A i-band CCD image, with the 2/mi map superposed. (Strom et al. 1985). 
Figure 2.18: Observations of 12CO emission of the IRS-5 system. Notice that the low velocity 
gas peaks at the cavity boundaries, while the high velocity gas peaks in the centre of the flow. 
These observations were obtained during the occultation of the system by the moon. (Snell & 
Schloerb. 1985).
Figure 2.19: CCD images of the IRS-5 system taken through broad band V, R, I filters and 
a narrow band H filter. The V and I images show regions dominated by scattered light, the 
Ha image shows shock excited regions, and the R image presents a composite view of the shock 
excited and scattered light regions. (Snell et al. 1985).
Figure 2.20: Gray scale images of the IRS-5 NE and SW regions with a contour map of the OH 
absorption superposed. The +  marks the position of the VLA source. (Rodriguez et al. 1988). 
Figure 2.21: The high velocity OH and CO features superposed of a red print of IRS-5. (Ro­
driguez et al. 1988).
Figure 2.22: An overview of the locations of the various HH like knot listed in Table 2.1. (Stocke 
et al. 1988).
Figure 2.23: Velocities of the HH knots indicated in figure 2.22. (Stocke et al. 1988).
Figure 2.24: Spectra of the three brightest HH objects downstream of the IRS-5 jet. The 
similarity o f the spectra suggests that they have similar bow shock parameters. (Stocke et al. 
1988).
Figure 3.1: A scheme illustrating the main features of the stellar wind focusing mechanism. 
The stellar wind encounters its first shock (Si) at the walls of the ovoid cavity, and is refracted
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towards the distant tip. A second shock (S2) is encountered at the tip. Upon cooling the shocked 
gas radiates as a HH object. (Canto & Rodriguez 1980).
Figure 3.2: A scheme representing the idealized flow structure. The dashed zone represents 
a dense infinite disk. The flow pattern consists of two ovoid cavities filled by unshocked stellar 
wind, and bounded by a shocked wind. The shocked wind slides along the walls o f the cavity 
towards the acute distant tips o f the configuration. (Barral & Canto 1981).
Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the boundary layer between the molecular cloud and 
the shocked stellar wind. The mixing layer behaves as a porous flat plate, and moves with velocity 
u0 relative to the cloud, u and v represent the velocities of the molecular material in the x and y 
direction. This motion is induced by viscosity coupling between the cloud and the mixing layer, 
with material being “sucked” into the mixing layer. (Calvet et al. 1981).
Figure 3.4: Schematic configuration of stationary de Laval nozzles in an axisymmetric external 
pressure distribution. The pressure drops from the value of p0 in the equatorial plane to pn at 
the position of the nozzles. An isotropic, supersonic stellar wind is blown out from the central 
source and is shocked at the radius R^. It is then reaccelerated in two opposite directions, and 
becomes supersonic again at z — Zn. The arrows indicate the direction of the flow at various 
locations. (Konigl 1982).
Figure 3.5: Contour map of HH24 from a CCD image in the 6200A to 7000A range. The 
position o f the spectrograph slit are indicated a, b, k  c. (Solf 1987).
Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic representation of the kinematical model of highly collimated mass 
flow (jet). The axisymmetric flow of mass is considered to consist of two cylindrical regions, 
an inner core, and a coaxial envelope, (b) The predicted position-velocity distribution of an 
emission line originating from the two regions of the model. (Solf 1987).
Figure 3.7: Then position-velocity contour diagram obtained from the [S II] 6716A line observed 
a slit a (see figure 3.5). Line features due to HH24A, C, k  F are labelled correspondingly. The 
+  indicates the position of SSV 63 on the slit (ordinate), and the mean radial velocity of the 
associated molecular cloud (abscissa). (Solf 1987).
Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of the outflow from a YSO embedded within a circum- 
stellar disk. The dense inner disk collimates the stellar wind into a bipolar jet. In the outer 
regions o f the circumstellar disk, the density, hence pressure of the disk decreases to the point 
where in cannot continue to confine the jet. At this point, the jet expands until it reaches pres­
sure equilibrium with the outer regions of the disk, becoming visible as the optical jet. The jet 
remains confined until the disk can not confine the jet, and it expands to form the large scale 
CO lobes. At the ends of the lobes are shocked regions, referred to as the “working tip” of the 
flow.
Figure 4.2: Idealised representation of the model. Gas diffuses into the flow from the flow 
boundary. As the gas diffuses into the flow, it accelerated by the flow. Depending upon the value 
of the Schmidt number, one or two (velocity and diffusion) boundary layers may form.
Figure 5.1: The grid system used for the numerical approximation.
Figure 5.2: (a) Density profile, (b) momentum profile of optical jet flow of model 5a/LI. 
Figure 5.3: (a) Velocity profile, (b) density profile, (c) momentum profile of optical jet flow of 
model 5b/l.I.
Figure 5.4: (a) Density profile, (b) momentum profile of optical jet flow of model 5a/1 .II.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Velocity profile, (b) density profile, (c) momentum profile of optical jet flow of 
model 5b/l. II.
Figure 5.6: (a) Density profile, (b) velocity profile, (c ) momentum profile of the large scale 
outflow of model 5a/1.III.
Figure 5.7: (a) Velocity profile, (b) density profile, (c) momentum profile of the large scale 
outflow of model 5b/l.III.
Figure 5.8: (a) Density profile, (b) velocity profile, (c ) momentum profile of the large scale 
outflow of model 5a/l.IV.
Figure 5.9: (a) Density profile, (b) velocity profile, (c) momentum profile of the large scale 
out flow of model 5a/l.IV.
Figure 6.1: (a) Density profile, (b) momentum profile of inner jet flow of model 6/2.1.
Figure 6.2: (a) Density profile, (b) momentum profile of inner jet flow of model 6/2.II. 
Figure 7.1: A schematic representation of the flow system. While this represents the optical 
jet, it is just as applicable for the large scale outflow phase. Material diffuses into the flow from 
the boundary, and is accelerated (hence gaining momentum), by the flow.
Figure 7.2: (a) The predicted emission from the low velocity gas taken perpendicular to the 
flow. The peak occurs near the flow boundary, then decreases towards the flow axis. (b) The 
predicted emission from the high velocity gas taken perpendicular to the flow. The peak occurs 
at the centre of the flow, then decreases towards the flow boundary. Compare these with the 
observed emission obtained for L1551 in figure 2.18.
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Observed Positions within the LI 551 N ebula
C o o r d i n a t e s 3 S p e c t r u m O b s e r v a t i o n
N u m b e r R .A . D eci. Predicted O bserved P l a c e  a n d  D a t e
205 (jets 2 and 3)b .. . 04h28'm 3995 +  18
r~Hr“Hoo H H H H M M T , 1983 O ct 22 
4m, 1985 Jan 1 8 -2 0
206 (jets 4 and 5)b .. . 04 28 39.16 +  18 01 36.0 H H H H 4m , 1985 Jan 1 8 -2 0
207 (H H  29) ............. . 04 28 33.25 +  18 00 00.4 H H H H M M T , 1983 D e c  15; 4 m, 1985 Jan 1 8 -2 0  
M M T , 1984 F eb  22; 4 m 1986 Jan 14
208 ................................. . 04 28 26.84 +  18 00 08.0 H H H H C 4 m, 1975 N o v  2 
4 m, 1985 Jan 28
209 ................................. . 04 28 26.47 +  18 00 08.2 H H H H C 4 m, 1975 N o v  2 
4 m, 1985 Jan 28
2 1 0 ................................. . 04 28 23.56 +  18 00 09.6 HH H H C 4 m, 1975 N ov  2 
4 m, 1985 Jan 14
211 (H H  28) ............. . 04 28 13.28 +  17 56 58.5 N o  C C D H H M M T , 1983 D ec  5: 4 m, 1985 Jan 21
2 1 2 ................................. . 04 28 25.11 +  18 00 54.8 Reflection N ot observed
213 ................................. . 04 28 27.89 +  18 01 22.2 Reflection R eflection 2.2 m. 1984 Jan 25 
M M T . 1983 D e c  5
2 1 4 ................................. . 04 28 29.83-1-18 01 40.8 Reflection Reflection
- H H
2.2 m. 1984 Jan 25 . 
M M T , 1983 D ec  5 t
2 1 5 ................................. . 04 28 29.19 +  18 00 55.4 Reflection R eflection
- H H
2.2 m, 1984 Jan 26
2 1 6 ................................. . 04 28 28.55 +  18 00 48.4 Reflection R eflection
- H H
2.2 m, 1984 Jan 26
2 1 7 ................................. . 04 28 11.91 +  17 57 06.1 H H H H M M T , 1986 F eb  22: 4 m, 1985 Jan 21
2 1 9 ................................. . 04 28 3 5 .4 0 + 1 8 00 36.6 H H H H 2.2 m. 1984 Jan 26
220 ................................. . 04 28 35.97 +  18 00 30.8 H H H H M M T , 1984 F eb  22
224 ................................. . 04 28 23.23 +  18 00 42.5 Reflection R eflection 2.2 m, 1984 Jan 26
225 ................................. . 04 28 29.37 +  18 01 25.5 H H H H  +  
reflection
4 m, 1985 Jan 18
229 .................................. . 04 28 2 0 .2 8 + 1 7 57 37.9 N o  C C D H H M M T , 1983 D e c  5
Star 14 ........................... . 04 28 12.06 +  17 56 58.2 H o  emission M M T , 1983 D ec  5
Star 4 ............................. . 04 28 35.51 +  18 02 28.6 d M  star 2.2 m, 1984 Jan 26
* E p och  1973 Septem ber 26 referred to coordinate system o f  1950.0.
There is no direct correspondence between the knots observed by  M undt and Fried (1983) (ep och  1983.0) and those 
fou nd  in the 4 m  plate taken by  Strom, Grasdalen, and Strom (1974) (epoch  1973.7). That is, position  205 is between jet 
p osition s 2 and 3 o f  M undt and Fried and position  206 is west o f  je t positions 4 and 5. The echelle observations reported here 
used positions from  M undt (private com m unication) taken from  the M undt and Fried (1983) C C D  image. 
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